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A Word to the Wise 

"But the Wisdom from above is first of all Pure. It is also Peace-loving, Gentle at all times, 
and Willing to Yield to others. It is Full of Mercy and Good Deeds. It Shows no Favoritism 
and is always Sincere. And those who are Peacemakers will plant seeds of peace and reap a 
harvest of righteousness." (James 3: 17-18 NL T) 

Every person you know is unique. Each one is a complex blend of back grown, temperament, 
and giftedness. Yet, these differences are often the root of relational conflict. Uniqueness poses 
all kinds of communication problems-so often we simply don't understand each other! We may 
use the same words but with very different meaning. 

We're wise when we recognize and value the differences in people. Our uniqueness requires that 
we use wisdom in order to relate to others in customized ways, rather than relating to everyone 
with the same, rigid style, as if everyone will think and respond the same way. 

The Bible tells us the characteristics of genuine wisdom: "The Wisdom that comes from heaven 
is first of all Pure and Full of Quiet Gentleness. Then it is Peace-loving and Courteous. It 
allows Discussion and is Willing to Yield to others; it is Full of Mercy and Good Deeds. It is 
Wholehearted and Straightforward and Sincere. And those who are Peacemakers will plant 
seeds of Peace and Reap a Harvest. of Goodness. " (James 3:17-18 LB) 

From these verses we learn six ways to be Wise when we Relate to others. If I am Biblically 
Wise ... 

I will Not Compromise my Integrity (Wisdom is Pure). I will be Honest with you. I 
will keep my Promises and Commitments to you. 

I will Not Antagonize your Anger (Wisdom is Peace-loving). I will Work at 
maintaining Harmony. I won't push your Hot Buttons. 

I will Not Minimize your Feelings (Wisdom is Courteous). I may Not Feel as you do, 
but I won't Ignore or Ridicule how you feel. 

I will Not Criticize your Suggestions (Wisdom allows Discussions). I can Disagree 
with you without being disagreeable. 

I will Not Emphasize your Mistakes (Wisdom is Full of Mercy). Instead of Rubbing it 
in, I will Rub it out. 

I will Not Disguise my Motivations (Wisdom is Wholehearted and Sincere). I will be 
Authentic with you. I won't Con or Manipulate you.




